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Konopeltseva O. Ideas of Folk Pedagogy as the Foundation for Traditions of 
Family Upbringing in France

The article is dedicated to the traditional pedagogy in France and factors which have 
influenced its development. Definitions of traditions of French scientists have been given, the 
source of folk traditions in France have been established. Folk traditions are proved to be the 
foundation for traditional pedagogy and throughout years they directly influenced the 
formation of a human essence, a typical image of what an average person is expected to be. 
Traditional pedagogy based on folk traditions has been reflected in a number of fairies, 
songs, myths, rhymes, dances, games, lullabies, fables, customs, beliefs and chivalry novels. 
The information about druids’ and gauls’ pedagogy has been examined. A detailed 
description of chivalry upbringing such as the chivalry code, customs, life in court, relations 
with a lord, jobs and responsibilities in court, chivalry beliefs, ideas, spiritual credo, good 
manners, respect for a lady, service and devotion to the fatherland and given vows and 
promises as well as the image of a true Frenchman which existed in the society of that time 
and fulfilled a pedagogical function for the young generations have been provided. The 
article also contains a scrupulous analysis of literature such as ballads, legends and novels 
on chivalry promoted by troubadours which have survived up to the present times. The 
information about the influence of folklore on the works of French writers and the reverse 
pedagogical influence of these works on the traditions of family upbringing in France and 
further development of traditional pedagogy are given as well as the outstanding fables and 
fairies and their usage and impact on children’s upbringing are analyzed. A number of 
French proverbs have been analyzed and their pedagogical impact on moral, esthetic, labour, 
intellectual, civil and physical education has been distinguished; there have been established 
a connection between the traditions of folk pedagogy and family upbringing in today’s 
France.

Key words: family upbringing, France, traditional pedagogy, traditions, folklore, fairy 
tales, proverbs, chivalry upbringing.
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